Introduction
The prerequisites for this paper are to be found in []3j, [4] and [β] . However, we list here some notations and definitions, which have been frequently used.
Locally product Riemannian space M is an n-dimensiòrlal space with a mixed tensor F^1 1 and with a positive definite Riemannian metric g^^, satisfying the following conditions M is said to be locally decomposable Riemannian space Lf the following condition is also satisfied (1. 3) F. h ,d=0 or Fih,3=0f
where comma (,) followed by an index denotes the covariant differentiation with respect to the Christoffel symbols 
Using Ricci identity and equations (2.5) and (2.6), -.ve have
which, is thus a necesarry condition for a vector field to be p-PC-Killing. Now, we shall prove that if a p-PC-Killing vector field is p-decomposable [6] then it is special p-PC-Killing, that is,
It is easy to verify that
Since the curvature tensor is pure in all its indices and vector field X^ is p-decomposatle, therefore
by virtue of purity of the curvature tensor. Ken.ce we get
which provides the proof of the following / Theorem 2.1. In a locally product Riemannian space M, if a p-PC-Killing vector field is p-decomposable then it is special p-PC-Killing.
Next 
ty virtue of equations (2.5) and (2.6). Thus
On the other hand
In view of (3.1) and (3.3) , the above equation is equivalent to
Hence application of Green's theorem provides the proof of the following which is a necessary and sufficient condition for a vector field to be conformai Killing [3] . 
